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EA1210 ETERE EXECUTIVE SCHEDULING

Plan your schedules strategically with maximum flexibility and 
streamlined efficiency!

Etere Executive Scheduling is the complete planning solution that significantly 
boosts the efficiency of your short and long-term playlists. Etere Scheduling is part 
of Etere Ecosystem, the integrated enterprise framework that makes planned 
schedules aware of licensed content, contractual commercials, missing material, 
imported material, and regional ad insertions. 

Etere Scheduling underlines the strategic editing aspects, allowing segmentation 
and preparation of the schedule grid in advance based on your planned broadcast 
and the placement of programs, series, promos, and commercials before acquiring 
content. 

Contact our marketing department at info@etere.com today let us understand 
your business needs! 

Preview from playlist

integration

Key Features

■ Import/export capabilities
■ Primary and secondary events
■ Automation controls and last-minute amendments
■ Confidence reports and Delta analysis
■ Media preview and Loudness control
■ Commercial management and Audience calculation

Automation Integration

Etere Executive Scheduling is tightly integrated with automation. 
It can manage various scheduling levels through its flexible but 
powerful module: Executive Editor, whose multifunctional and user-
friendly interface allows you to quickly build up sophisticated 
schedules, even permitting you to edit the program just before 
running. 

Etere is based on a fast and secure Microsoft SQL database 
empowered for modular management, including robust search 
capabilities. Events searches are supported to give operators 
immediate information on currently scheduled events. 
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Accurate Placement

Etere Executive Scheduling enables operators to plan their 
dynamic strategy over a shared grid, inserting primary and 
secondary events according to a typical television structure mainly 
formed by promos and commercials between multiple program parts. 

Scheduling composition begins by dividing the day into segments 
related to specific program types (e.g., cartoons, movies) and 
optionally saving it as templates. Scheduled events properties include 
expected and actual, title, date and time, and segment.

Rights Management

Rights Management integration handles the financial information of 
series (e.g., rights cost, production cost, varying cost, etc.) and 
provides the full economic exploitation of serial rights (i.e., the 
system controls if the serial contents have the rights to be aired. 

The serial contract terms usually claim that the serial has to be 
broadcasted several times on appropriate channels within a specific 
time slot). 

Reporting Services

Etere leaves nothing to chance by providing exact statistical analysis 
and complete control of the scheduled workflow. Custom reports and 
searches are supported, as well as tracking of daily and hourly costs. 

A chart audience wizard related to scheduled video better 
comprehends the competitors' audience composition. 
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